When you look at the numbers in this report, I hope you see the same things I see. Instead of the number of volunteers who have visited, I see individuals who have made the decision to look beyond themselves and show compassion to others. When I look at the number of meals distributed, I see children with food to eat. I also see the relationships being formed; I see hearts softening and lives being transformed by the gospel.

At Children’s Hunger Fund, it is our privilege to steward every dollar with integrity and transparency. May God receive all the glory.

For the children we serve,

Dave Phillips
Founder and President
Children’s Hunger Fund

Our mission is to deliver hope to suffering children by equipping local churches for gospel-centered mercy ministry.
2019-20 MILESTONES

May–August: Over 3,240,842 meals were raised through the Summer of Hope campaign for children across America, including many who rely on free and reduced meal programs at school.

September–October: CHF sent diapers, toilet paper, snacks, clothing, blankets, and other aid to ministry partners who were able to help those in the Bahamas suffering from the effects of Hurricane Dorian. Following the tornado that ripped through Dallas, CHF provided ministry partners with food, Gatorade, and other resources.

August–December: Cuba became our newest Mercy Network with a total of 13 churches distributing food to their communities. Construction began on two new Mercy Centers in Haiti and Peru that will provide local churches with space for outreach, worship, tutoring, and vocational training.

November–December: Poverty Encounter received the Thea Award for Outstanding Achievement - Connected Immersion from the Themed Entertainment Association (TEA).

March: In response to the COVID-19 crisis, individuals and corporate partners provided over $2 million in financial support and donated goods within the first two weeks of the Safer at Home order.

- Domestic: CHF shifted to a drive-through distribution system. This allowed churches to receive resources to respond to the increased need during sudden business and school closures.
- International: Shipments of Food Paks and essential resources allowed Mercy Network churches around the world to respond to immediate needs in their communities.

2019-20 BY THE NUMBERS

30,103 Volunteer Visits
71,350 Volunteer hours

Volunteers sort and pack food and other resources to be distributed by CHF’s Mercy Network church partners.

132,893 Food Paks distributed
45,348 Domestic
87,545 International

A Food Pak can provide meals for a family of four for up to a week.

41,672,673 Meals Distributed

Meals include Food Paks for families and food distributions at locations such as children’s homes or disaster relief centers.

25 Mercy Network Countries

Mercy Networks are located in 25 countries, including the US. Our reach spans five continents.

217 Churches in Domestic Mercy Networks
642 Churches in International Mercy Networks

MERCY NETWORKS

A group of churches, trained and equipped by CHF, that are delivering Food Paks and pursuing gospel-centered Relational Mercy Ministry.
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INTEGRITY AND TRANSPARENCY

Children’s Hunger Fund is committed to operating with financial integrity. Therefore, we provide full disclosure of our financial records, including a complete, third-party audit, the results of which can be found on our website. In addition, trusted charity reviewers consistently give CHF their highest marks for program efficiency and financial integrity.

Since 1991, 96% of all donations have supported programs that serve suffering children and families.
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